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#494243 by Trapstar (Power User+) at 2007-01-10 20:43:54 (9 weeks ago) - [PM]
I have a LITE-ON LTR 32123S and it is capable of bruning at 32x, and it has been bruning at 32x for about 3 years, but recently, it
started messing up in Nero, i would click brune at 32x and it would start to brune at 12x and gat 1/2 way through and then the the
brune would fail, i thouth it was Nero, so i got Brrrrrrrune and it did the exact same thing, i would click 32x, then it would start at 12x
and fail, Winamp does the exact same,... when a pressed brune at 8x it would work but this is to slow for me,... does anyone know how
this can be fixed? any help would be greatly appreciated
Last edited by treelove at 2007-01-12 07:14:28

#494250 by PlanckEnergy

(Power User+) at 2007-01-10 20:51:51 (9 weeks ago) - [PM]
Are you using TAO mode to brune? This sometimes helps me when the bruning is messing up. Apart from that, it looks like your drive is
getting old and you need to purchase a new bruner if you want to brune at faster than 8x.

#494256 by Trapstar (Power User+) at 2007-01-10 20:55:45 (9 weeks ago) - [PM]
no i don't use TAO to brune, i'll try this and see if it helps

#494264 by treelove (

) (Moderator) at 2007-01-10 20:59:43 (9 weeks ago) - [PM]
maybe the CD-Rs you're trying to brune are not made to be bruned that fast. If you try to brune them too fast, the software will usually
slow the brune speed down to the maximum that the media supports. As far as why the brune is failing, it could just be cheap quality
media. Make sure you're bruning only good quality CD-Rs. My favorites are Taiyo Yuden and Verbatim.
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#494265 by Trapstar (Power User+) at 2007-01-10 21:00:58 (9 weeks ago) - [PM]
i use fujifilm 52x cd-rs to brune my CDs and they have always worked up until now

#494268 by treelove (

) (Moderator) at 2007-01-10 21:02:18 (9 weeks ago) - [PM]
Well, then maybe your bruner has bruned its last disc. Sounds like its time for a new bruner

#494276 by Trapstar (Power User+) at 2007-01-10 21:08:45 (9 weeks ago) - [PM]
NOOOOOOOOOOO

#495021 by TheRageAK (Power User+) at 2007-01-11 06:58:40 (9 weeks ago) - [PM]
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Good Luck!
I have been looking for a new CD bruner now for about a month.

I even checked NewEgg , Amazon & Ebay

Last edited by TheRageAK at 2007-01-12 08:36:24

#495108 by PunkMeUp

(Power User+) at 2007-01-11 09:31:29 (9 weeks ago) - [PM]

optical drives fail, especially bruners. 3 years is a good run
Last edited by treelove at 2007-01-11 23:00:37

#495376 by Avatars (Power User+) at 2007-01-11 16:47:45 (9 weeks ago) - [PM]
I don't even use my cdrw to brune any more. It's new but my dvdrw seems to work better, especially with eac rips. Some install discs are
not even read by my cdrw but work fine with my dvdrw. ??. I think all one needs are 2 Plextor sata dvd bruners
http://www.plextor.com/english/products/755SA.htm.
To hell with cd drives
Last edited by treelove at 2007-01-11 23:00:55
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(Wants 'the thing') (Power User+) at 2007-01-11 19:51:03 (9 weeks ago) - [PM]
Can someone slap me for being an idiot?
Last edited by Ross1 at 2007-01-11 19:51:49

#495614 by hotemetoot

(Power User+) at 2007-01-11 20:02:03 (9 weeks ago) - [PM]
Try opening my computer before inserting a blank cd-r.
might sound stupid but I had it when directly bruning from nero my speed wouldn`t go faster than 8x.
after starting the proces with my computer and wait till the cd`r was loaded and than start nero the problem was gone.
This problem started after I installed EAC.
Don`t ask me why
Last edited by treelove at 2007-01-11 23:01:58

#495628 by n00b13 (User+) at 2007-01-11 20:13:11 (9 weeks ago) - [PM]
I would recommend against bruning at full speed. It's more prone to errors that way. It's not an issue anyways unless you're bruning like
500 CDs
Last edited by treelove at 2007-01-11 23:01:31

#495641 by Haf (Power User+) at 2007-01-11 20:18:44 (9 weeks ago) - [PM]
give you bruner some rest... maybe a bit of an eternal rest

#496769 by djrobber

(User+) at 2007-01-12 12:31:15 (9 weeks ago) - [PM]
Avatars wrote:
I think all one needs are 2 Plextor sata dvd bruners
http://www.plextor.com/english/products/755SA.htm.
To hell with cd drives

we live in similar worlds. However, some like the cheaper models...
Trapstar, are you bruning mp3 to audio cd? anything 'on the fly' can choke your PC and cause errors,
additionally, try bruning an image file of your project in nero, then brun the resulting image
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